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ALL KINDS of happy faces showed up at the November
Nonsense festivities sponsored by the Student Union

Tuesday. Taking advantage of an election day break from
classes, Clemson students and friends congregated on

Bowman Field from 12 noon to 6 p.m. More nonsensical
scenes can be found on page 7.
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Elections offer chance for student input
by Debbie Graham Dunning_

HELTON
Qualified Clemson students will have the
opportunity to play a part in town affairs
when the city of Clemson holds elections
for mayor and city council Dec. 10.
Mayor K. R. Helton as well as several
city council members and members of
student government feel that a devoted
young person on city council would be a
definite asset to the city.
The books will open for filing on Monday
and will close at 4:30 p.m., Nov. 29. The
filing fee is $10 for city council and $25 for
mayor.
All six council seats and the mayor's
post will be filled for two years in the Dec.
10 election.
Qualifications for the office of mayor or
council member are as follows:
1. Must have attained the age of 21 years.

2. Must have been a resident of the state
of South Carolina six months, the County of
Pickens three months, and the city of
Clemson 30 days.
3. Must have a Pickens County
registration certificate issued at least 30
days prior to date of election.
4. Must reside within the corporate
limits of the city of Clemson.
Helton feels that anyone who meets the
above qualifications has the privilege to
run. "That's America — a free country,"
he said.
Whether a Clemson student who meets
the qualifications would have a chance of
winning the election "depends on him,"
said Helton. "He has to meet the voters,
and they make that decision."
The effects of a student on the council,
Helton feels, will depend on how capable
the student is. "If he exercises
capabilities, he'll be all right. He'll have to
be judged on his individual merits."
Council member Jimmy Whitlock would
be "delighted" to see a Clemson student on
the council. He explained that he had
proposed that the council try to have a
representative group of Clemson students
attend the council meetings to give input
but without the voting privilege.
Whitlock, too, feels that a student's
chances of winning would depend on her or
his qualifications. "If he runs on the stand
of just being a student, he won't have much
of a chance. But if he has shown interest
before, and if he is very well qualified, I
think he would have a chance."
The effects of a student sitting on city
council, Whitlock feels, will not make a lot
of difference. "A person can be good, bad
or indifferent at any age," he said. He
believes that the citizens of Clemson would
also be "delighted" to see a student run.
Council member Mary Dusenberry, who
has just been elected the first female
president of the Pickens County Municipal

Association, would not oppose an elegible
student running for city council. "There is
a large population of students living within
the city limits," she said, "and if a student
was elected to represent that group, that
would be good input to city council." She
would object, however, if the student was
only a nine-month resident of Clemson. He
or she must be a year-round resident to
fulfill the 24-month responsibility on city
council, Dusenberry stated.
As for a student council member's
effect on the city, Dusenberry said that
any good council member is an asset to the
city. She believes the citizens will accept a
student candidate with "thoughtful consideration if he presents the right
qualifications." However, she feels,
"There are very few students who have the
time to be on the council and do a good job.
If he runs without serious intentions, I
think it would be an error for him to run,"
she said.
According to Student Body President
Reggie Brantley, "Students are a part of
the Clemson community and would have
the proper voice in the city's government if
a student sat on city council."
Brantley said that the student's chances
of winning would depend on how well she
or he comes across to the non-student vote.
Brantley believes that a moderate to
conservative student would stand a better
chance than a liberal candidate.
He feels that a student city council
member would be mutually beneficial to
the city and to the students with no
negative effects.
Student Senate President John Rivers
encourages any student who is truly interested in city government to run for the
election. "If the student is responsible, is
recognized as having leadership qualities
and has a genuine concern to work with
others, I feel that he would have a very
good chance of winning," said Rivers.

DUSENBERRY

Photos by Banta

Rivers feels that a student city council
member would have a healthy effect on the
city, presenting "new ideas and a new face
not tied up with town politics."
The citizens of Clemsn would accept a
student candidate who got out and met
with the people and let them know his or
her desire to represent youthful feeling,
Rivers said.
Whatever the chances of winning,
representatives of the city and the
University encourage qualified students to
participate in the upcoming city elections.
And according to Rivers, Clemson is the
most "independent, progressive, openminded city in the 3rd district. The citizens
here don't look for old established political
patterns."
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Cotts live normal life;
Jamie makes them unique

the tiger
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, the Tiger is
the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. Not published during examination
periods nor summer sessions.

by Eileen Moore.

Second class postage paid at the U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. Mailing
address is Box 2097, University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

Don Cott, assistant professor of mechanical
engineering, and his wife Sandy agree — they are
part of a unique family.
Four years ago, the Cotts made the decision to
adopt a child of mixed race. Jamie, child of a white
female and a black male, was finally awarded to
them nearly three years ago.

Telephone: (803) 656 2150. If no answer, call 656-2151.
Subscription rate: JS.50 per year; $3 per semester.
Local advertising rates available upon request.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writer,
excepting the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of the editorial
board. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the
administration, the faculty or the student body as a whole.
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"We wanted to adopt a child who needed to be
adopted," explained Don.
"We didn't want what most adoption agencies
used to call 'blue ribbon' babies, those who are
white with no physical or mental handicaps,"
continued"Sandy. "Our purpose was to adopt some
child whose chances of being adopted were
somewhat less than the so-called 'blue ribbon'
babies.
"Most people who plan to adopt want the 'blue
ribbon' babies. Social workers generally have a
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Hawkins
JAMIE COTT
large number of handicapped and mixed-race
children," she added.
Don continued, "In our case, we just didn't feel
that we could handle those which were handicapped. That's why we chose to adopt a girl of
mixed race."
New abortion laws and the fact that more single
women are keeping their babies are factors which
are decreasing the number of children available for
adoption.
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"We had a two-year wait from the time we submitted our application until we received Jamie,"
explained Sandy. "There was a backlog of adoptive
parents in the county where we adopted her."
"I also think that they were testing our
seriousness in wanting to adopt a child of mixed
race. They wanted to make sure we realized al that
it would involve," commented Don.
But both Cotts emphasized the fact the adoption
agency was not "full of negativism."
"They really don't know what is going to happen
and feel that it would be unfair to fill the parents
with anxiety," noted Sandy.
The big concern of the adoption agency, according to Don, was not that they wanted to adopt a

child of mixed race but that they were two healthy
adults still capable of reproduction.
"They really couldn't understand why we wanted
to adopt, at first. But we explained that we were
more concerned with the ecological aspects of
having children. We had already had two children of
our own, two boys. And we felt that it would be best
to adopt a girl," he explained.
Although the Cotts expect some prejudicial
feelings from other members of the community,
they are not disturbed. "We just plan on dealing
with any problems as they might arise," commented Sandy.
The families of both Sandy and Don were very
pleased with their plans to adopt the little girl.
"My parents just love children," commented
Sandy. "They suggested to us that we should adopt
two children so that they would feel at ease.
"My father suggested that we all learn to speak
Portuguese so that we were all speaking a neutral
language," she added with a laugh.
"No matter what kind of prejudices people might
have," said Don, "it's awfully hard to be prejudiced
against a little baby."
Their two sons, Craig, 10, and Bucky, 6, act as any
brothers would to a younger sister. They fight,
laugh and love just like any normal family, commented the Cotts.
"We treat the whole situation as any normal
family thing," said Sandy. "It would be a grave
mistake to do it any other way."
However, they do notice some bad reactions from
the community. "Most of the time they are funny
reactions," said Sandy. "I do get an awful lot of
stares."
What is interesting to them, however, is that the
black community seems to be more accepting of the
situation than their white counterparts.
"Blacks never ask any questions. They just give
huge grins," said Sandy. "Most of the black friends
that we have didn't ask for months where Jamie
came from. In philosophy, they might not agree
with mixing the races, but they didn't say anything
until they knew us better.
"Most whites just bluntly ask right from the start,
'Where did she come from?'," said Sandy.
The Cotts expect no great problem for Jamie as
she grows older. "We are very open about
everything so that there will be no great shocks or
traumatic experiences for her," said Sandy.
"Both of us feel that prejudice is a problem for the
individual. It is not directed to Jamie or to us. The
person has a problem that he or she hasn't worked
out yet, that they haven't conquered," explained
Sandy. "It is their problem, not ours."
Sandy told of a recently acquired friend who was
raised in the same situation as Jamie will be. "She
is of a mixed race and grew up in a white family.
She tells me that she had no problems. She's had a
very normal life. She might still be working through
some things but nothing that is much different from
what every person experiences during their
lifetime," explained Sandy.
The Cotts are interested in forming an adoptive
parents group, their main interest being in helping
prospective adoptive parents with any questions
they might have.
"We had no knowledge of what we were going to
go through when we decided to adopt," noted Don.
"We didn't know anyone who had adopted and
didn't know what the reactions would be."
"There are lots of things to work through for
anyone planning to adopt. There are so many attitudes that people pick up during their lifetimes
which don't surface until they decide to adopt. It's
good to have others to talk them through with,"
maintained Sandy. "We would have greatly appreciated having someone to talk things over with."
Jamie is probably the least concerned of all about
her origins and what will happen in her life, according to the Cotts. "She does, however, notice the
differences between her physical appearance and
others. Many times while watching television she'll
point to someone on the screen and say 'Look, they
have fuzzy hair just like me," noted Sandy.
Although living in a unique family situation, the
Cotts feel that they will never make it "a big deal."
"All we do expect," said Don, "is to produce a
well-adjusted adult who is happy — nothing more."
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on campus
Courts reserved by rule
In response to complaints by both
students and faculty regarding the use of
the tennis courts, the Ombudsman's staff
has brought attention to the following rules
for reserving a court:
The reservation system operated by the
intramural department guarantees a
player a court at a specific time for a
minimum of one hour.
Apart from designated block times for
recognized organizations such as the
tennis team and tennis classes, the courts
are available primarily for student and
faculty use.
The tennis team has reserved use of
courts 1-6 from 4-6 p.m. and courts 7 and 8
from 2-7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Saturday and Sunday, courts 7 and 8 are
reserved for team use from 8 a.m.,-5 p.m.
These block times are not inclusive but
rather serve to establish a system of
priorities for the courts. If not being used
by a tennis team meber of coach, the
courts are open to the students on a first
come first serve basis.
During these designated hours only a
member of the team or coaching staff may
ask a student to give up the court. Any
request to leave a court other than by a
team member or coach for the specific
reasons of practicing, is a violation of the
agreements the tennis team has with the
Clemson athletic department.
It is the responsibility of the students to
question the legitimacy of any request to

leave a court, and if an irregularity or
abuse is detected, to register a formal
complaint with the intramural department.

Pre-regis tra tion
starts Monday
All students must have their programs
of study for second semester approved by
their class advisors Tuesday through
Thursday. Preregistration materials can
be picked up in Tillman Auditorium
Monday. The auditorium will be open
Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m., including the regular 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. lunch hour.
Students planning to change their major
courses should complete a change of
major card in the Registrar's Offices,
Sikes Hall, by today.

Sponsored by the Pickens County
chapter of the National Association for
Literacy Advance, the sessions will
provide training in one-to-one literacy
instruction for use in classroom or home
situations. Reading classes are held
weekly at the University Lutheran Church
in Clemson.
Further information may be obtained by
calling the Rev. Ed O'Hern, 654-2711.

Classes in the Frank Laubach method of
literacy instruction will be held Saturday
and Nov. 16,8:30-11:30 a.m. at St. Mathias
Lutheran Church in Easley.

of the Clemson University Alumni
Association.
He begins his term of office Jan. 1,1975.
A 1934 graduate of Clemson, Bagnal is

Alumni elect
Literacy sessions president
J. Garner Bagnal Jr., of Statesville,
to be offered
N.C., has been elected national president

president and treasurer of Forest
Products, Inc., Statesville. He previously
served on the Alumni National Council,
governing body of the Clemson Alumni
Association, and was reelected in 1972 to
another four-year term.
The 25,000-member Clemson Alumni
Association has two basic objectives: to
serve Clemson alumni in the furtherance
of their careers and to enhance the
educational capability of the University.
"Aside from the various services we
render Clemson alumni as a group and as
individuals," Bagnal said, "our main goal
is to be of service to the University as it
goes about the serious business of
providing the finest educational advantages possible for the more than 10,000
young men and women every year.
Since 1956 Clemson alumni have given
almost $5-million through the Loyalty
Fund to strengthen the University's
overall educational program.
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Jazz dancing offers students expressive outlet
by Chester S. Spell.
Dancing, in a form not seen too much
around Clemson, will be offered as one of
the latest Student Union short courses.
Nanette Berg, instructor of the modern
jazz dancing course, has taught jazz
dancing and related types of dancing for
the past two years.
Having studied dancing at the
University of California at Berkeley, Berg
described the course which is being offered as "an amalgamation of jazz, ballet
and modern dance."
Berg added, "This particular type of
dancing was first used by Rec Russell in
San Francisco, where I began my study in
dance."
Berg feels that jazz dancing might appeal to young people more than other
types. "I know that many people hesitate
to take ballet, as they feel it is very difficult to learn and must be practiced for
years."
"Additionally, modern dancing does not
appeal to many people today. But a
combined form of dancing can be a very
pleasurable experience to nearly
everyone. It can be learned with great
proficiency by steady practice within six
months," she noted.
The format of the course consists of bar
exercises and various forms of stretching
exercises to aid dancing ability. These
exercises give strength and technique to
the dancer. Students learn jazz isolations
and put them together in combinations to
form a jazz piece, explained Berg.
"The current course in jazz dancing will
be offered in two hour sessions on Monday
and Wednesday nights beginning at 7 p.m.
They will begin next Monday and will run
until Dec. 4," said Berg. Cost for the
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DANCERS perform stretching and strengthening exercises before learning the jazz
piece. The course is to be offered every Monday and Wednesday until the end of this
semester.
course is $2.50 per individual class or $18
"music of all types that I feel can be
for the entire eight lessons.
helpful to the course—Elton John, Rare
"You will save money ($2) by signing up
Earth, The Main Ingredient, Don Ellis and
for all eight lessons," said Berg. "In adjust good funky music will be played and
dition to saving money, you'll learn more
danced to during the course. At this time, I
by attending all sessions."
feel that facilities at the YMCA are
"We can apply jazz dancing to just about
capable of holding a class of about 25. If
any form of popular music, which is
interest is still here during the next
another reason that makes it so widely
semester, I will continue to teach more
popular," remarked Berg. She described
courses, which are open to all in the
the musical selections for the course as
community."

In addition to the Student Union courses,
Berg plans to expand the dance education
program in this area. "It seems that there
is not much interest in dancing now, which
is too bad since it can be such a good way
to enjoy yourself and to get exercise," she
commented.
"I would like to find a suitable studio in
Clemson to set up another dance program,
other than the union ones and try to form a
small company of dancers."
"One remarkable feature that I have
noticed in the initial response to my
program is the unusual amount of male
participants. Normally only one or two
show up for each course, but here, half of
the class now enrolled is male, and they
seem especially enthusiastic," Berg
remarked.
"Soon I will also be teaching a master
class in dancing at Furman University,
and there is a possibility of my teaching a
dancing course at Clemson," she added.
"The biggest problem with dance
courses of this type," said Berg "is that
courses make the subject so unlike what
dancing really is. Most of the collegetaught dance courses are operated by Ph.
Ds, who may know a great deal about the
actual body motions and physical
processes in dancing, but not how to allow
people to express themselves in dancing."
Berg urged anyone interested in learning jazz dancing to contact her at 6543566. She commented, "I attempt to get
people to leave their minds and get into
their bodies for a change during the two
hours of dancing. And find I am usually
successful in doing this. The students
really enjoy it."

JFK assassination to be re-examined by Katz
All those people who never felt satisfied by the
Warren report of the assassination of John Kennedy
have an opportunity to re-evaluate the happening.
Speakers Bureau brings Robert Katz to Tillman
Auditorium on Thursday at 7 p.m. Katz is considered an expert on the facts and fantasies
surrounding President Kennedy's assassination.
Admission is free.

Short pants
edited by George A. Smith

Dr. Hong Shik Min, tenor, is the upcoming
featured performer in the Clemson University
Chamber Music Series, sponsored by the music
department. Min, accompanied by pianist Linda
Barlage, will include in his program art songs from
many countries and operatic areas.
To be held on Thursday, 8 p.m., in Daniel
Auditorium, the program is free of charge and open
to the public.
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"Ghosts," a widely acclaimed social drama by
Henrik Ibsen, will be presented by the Clemson
University Players November 19-24.
Rather than being a supernatural tale, "Ghosts"
is billed as an attempt to expose the failing of the
double standard by showing the influence of past
sins and mistakes on the present. Five characters
whose lives interweave are used to create the
dynamic and moving story.
Under the direction of Dr. A. J. Fear, the six
performances of "Ghosts" will be held at Daniel
Auditorium, with each show beginning at 8 p.m.

A second introductory lecture on Silva Mind
Control will be given today at 8 p.m. in the YMCA.
An explanation will be given about the complete
mind control course, which will begin on Saturday.
The course will be divided into four segments;
each segment costs $25. Speed learning techniques
will be stressed.

Short Pants," the Tiger's cultural soundingboard, offers a continuing invitation to campus and
community groups to publicize their activities. Free
and low-cost events are preferred, and the accent is
on music and theater.
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arts / entertainment
Hawkwind best of recent space rockers
HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN GRILL
Hawkwind
Some of the most tasteless of the bands
around now belong to the group of "space
rock" creators, but there are occasional
bright spots. Hawkwind is one of the more
interesting of the space rock bands and
their new album points to the direction
more of them ought to be heading.
The six-man band makes, as do most of
their type, extensive use of various
keyboards. Piano, organ, mellotron and
synthesizer all play important parts in the
creation of the Hawkwind sound, often
woven around each other or stacked one
upon the other.

music. Some of the music tends to run too
long without a change, getting into a sort of
rut. And a couple of the vocal melodies are
not too interesting. But by and large it's a
good album, and one of the best of the
recent space rockers.

To their credit the synthesizer parts are
played with admirable taste and subtlety.
Too many people put a synthesizer part in
their music and then mix it incredibly far
out in front of the sound until it blows you
out of the room. Ninety per cent of these
times an organ played at one-tenth the
volume would have sufficed. But Hawkwind resists the temptation and is immensely better off for it.
The resulting sound is clean, mostly
loud, and fits perfectly all the feelings that
the term "space rock" conjures up. The
lush
production
and
excellent
arrangements on the title track make you
feel like you're sitting in on a concert of the
Luna City Symphony. The whole album is
great background for reading Poul
Anderson or your own favorite sci-fi
writer.
All this is not to say the record is
flawless. Many of the vocals are mixed too
far back and the words often get lost in the

by Gary Ragan

HOME AT LAST
Wayne Berry
There's been a welcome epidemic of
bright unknowns popping onto the scene
lately. Wayne B.erry is another who fits
this category. There's not much information available on him except for the
album, but that's enough.
Berry composed all the material on the
album and the 10 tunes all hold up by

story comes full circle when the drifter,
now a famous gunman, is himself gunned
down from ambush. As he lays dying, his
attacker comes up and steals the gun,
leaving the drifter for dead.
"Indian Woman From Wichita" is a
beautiful song, full of life, that tells of the
joy of the special love between the singer
and his Indian lover.
The rest of the album covers several
stories of emotional interplay between
people in various situations, including
some of the emotions which influence
Berry's music. They're all done in a
relaxed manner that suits both song and
singer very well and lulls a listener into a
calm, lucid frame of mind.

RUMOR CONTROL: The CDA hasn't
announced it yet; but my man at
Capricorn, the regular Capricorn artist
itineraries and Rolling Stone's concerts
schedule all say that Richard Betts is to
play here on Nov. 16. He's supposed to be
bringing with him several of the musicians
who played on his recent Highway Call
album, including fiddle wizard Vassar
Clements.

things we

'Old Times':
by Jeff Davis

themselves as well as when taken together
as an entire work. Listening to the record
the first time or two you decide that more
than anything else it sounds like early
Eagles or perhaps Jackson Browne. In
fact Browne sings a back-up vocal on one
song.
Most of the songs are basically western,
cowboy songs. "Black Magic Gun" is an
eerie story of a drifter who robs a dying
man of his gun, then finds it has the power
to make him the fastest gun alive. The

BERRY

ABC's "In Concert" program celebrates
its second birthday tonight with a special
double-length presentatin that will feature
filmed highlights of the past year's performances. But the big attraction is the
M.C. of the show, Who drummer Keith
Moon. Keith is well-established as one of
rock's most uninhibited luminaries, and
anything he has a hand in is almost sure to
contain a few interesting surprises.

not conventional theatre

_

Former Clemson Players figure
prominently in the Warehouse Theatre's
production of "Old Times," playing today
and tomorrow and Thursday through
Saturday next week. The director, Phil
Davis, and one of the three actors, B. J.
Black, are both former members of the
Univesity theatre group.
'"Old Times' is much like Pinter's
previous plays," Davis said.
"Here, the dramatist revives his
recurrent themes of fear and menace,
appearance and illusion, tranquility and
chaos, the inability to communicate...with
a new thematic dimension—the undependability of memory as a defense of
the actual past."
Davis added that "the play involves a
couple (played by G. Bryan Carroll and
Barbara Thackston) and a figure from the

past (B. J. Black). The threesome recall
incidents from the past which may or may
not have happened—events which may
have involved one, two, or all three of the
characters. This evening of remembrance
of things past can open avenues of
destruction for the participants."
That summarizes the play handily. If
you come in here expecting the little
theatre, expect to be surprised. This is not
conventional theatre, nor is it "conventionally absurd." Symbolism is at a
minimum. It is the reaction of the individual characters to their pasts, real or
imaginary, that is the substance of the
play.
The role of Kate (Thackston) is pivotal.
She is all that the other characters have in
common, or so it seems. But when her old
friend Anna (Black) arrives, they im-

mediately begin to attack Kate, relating
incidents that seem to prove how meek and
useless she is. But—it is Kate who has the
last word.
Kate is meek—practically a zombie. And
Thackston does a fine job of projecting
this, providing the tranquility needed to
offset the chaos and confusion created by
the other characters and the action. She
perhaps does too good a job. She once
remarks that the other characters are
treating her as if she were dead, and you
soon begin to see why they might think so.
The best performance is given by Black
in the role of Anna, the catalyst for an
evening of destruction. She moves from an
aloof, almost haughty outsider to an
emotionally distraught insider. So inside,
you may come to believe she only exists in

the minds of the other characters. The
array of emotions shown by Black reveal a
talent rarely seen on the amateur stage, at
least in this area.
Carroll, sadly, belongs elsewhere, like
on the amateur stage, in this area.
'Old Times' is generally regarded as
Pinter's finest work. If you're not familiar
with his other works, it can stand alone as
simply fine theatre. A tragedy of profound
proportions, it will leave you stunned. This
production leaves dormant none of the
play's considerable appeal to the
emotions. That is a considerable accomplishment, and should be rewarded
with capacity audiences.
The Warehouse Theatre is in Greenville
on E. North Street, beside the Memorial
Auditorium. Tickets are $2 for students,
$2.50 for others. Don't miss it.

Indian Summer
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Students should run
Each year, as Clemson University's
enrollment has increased, students have
moved off campus in greater numbers.
Hence many students are now residents
of the town of Clemson.
As residents, they can and should take
an interest in the affairs of the town. They
have an opportunity to take part — not
only by voting, but by running in the Dec.
10 Clemson elections.
As representatives of a growing
segment of the town's population,
students certainly have an interest in the
decisions of the council. And in a year
when reform has been the major theme of
political campaigns, students may be
able to offer new perspectives and new
answers to the problems of the town.
Participation in town affairs by those
affiliated with the University is certainly
not a new concept. In the past, professors

have served both as mayors and council
members in Clemson. Two professors
currently serve on the council.
Students' input on the council could be
beneficial both to students and to
townspeople. The council could benefit
from the fresh, concerned insight a
student might offer, and students could
gain by having a voice in decisions which
affect their lives at Clemson.
As Clemson student Rick Minton's
successful campaign last month for a
Liberty council seat showed, a student
can run and win in a local election. A
Clemson student could do much the same
in the Clemson election.
Qualified students should give careful
consideration to the possibility of running
for council. The right student could do
much for the townspeople and students of
Clemson.

Co-ed dorm: is it possible?
Back in 1970, students began to clamor
for open door dorm policies regarding the
residence hall system on campus. There
were rallies, petitions and legislation
requesting — at times demanding — the
termination of University parental
authority. The four hours of open dorms
on home football game weekends were
just not enough to satisfy those students
awakening to the fact that college is more
than classes and tests.
Year by year, visitation hours were
lengthened, granting more and more
liberties to students seeking more and
more freedom.
In the Clemson tradition, University
officials held back, clinging to the theory
that change must come slowly — that
students, parents, and officials must be
allowed time to adapt.
The Student Senate is now considering
legislation concerning the transformation of the Clemson House into a
co-ed residence hall. Now that students
are liberated enough to handle the daily
visitation hours with little problem, some
senators feel that it is high time to begin
further expansion into the realm of
maturity. Others are restricting themselves in hopes of following the tradition
of gradual change.
Few schools can boast of such an excellent starting round as the Clemson
House. Each living quarter is provided
with its own toilet facilities. Because of
the nature of the building, males and
females can avail themselves of these
facilities in the privacy of their own
rooms.
The objections to communal bath
sharing (such as having to wear clothes
to and from the shower or having to sit
next to the opposite sex in the stall)
cannot hold in the case of co-ed residency
in the Clemson House. All that is needed
is for the residence hall to begin

assigning both sexes into the Clemson
House.
But problems are to be expected. The
dorm contract has already been sent to
the printers. According to residence halls
officials, it is impossible to change the
contract now for the 1975-76 school. No
changes can't be made until the fall term
of 1976.
Sound like a lame excuse? Well, it is.
From outward appearances, the dorm
contract does not have any provision
designating any dormitory as strictly
male or strictly female. The University
has even reserved the right to alter the
visitation program if it finds the need to
do so. The fact that next year's contract
has already been sent to the printers
seems irrelevant. Rules can be changed,
according to the terms of the contract.
Some officials have pointed out that
turning the Clemson House into a co-ed
dorm would further decrease housing
space for female students, an already
tight situation. However, with a little
shifting around, no female space has to
be lost. By moving athletes from Mauldin
Hall and giving them three floors in
Lever Hall, a comparable number of
rooms would be made available to female
students. The athletes might even be a
little closer to their dining hall if they
were to live in Lever. It is possible that
everyone could be satisfied.
It appears that nothing has to be
"impossible." With a little work and guts
— and even more conviction — the senate
can make some progress for the students
it represents. We don't have to believe
what officials say simply because they
tell us something is such and such a way.
Co-ed dormitories are a distinct
possibility for Clemson and must be
seriously considered. The Student Senate
Residence Halls Committee must not
allow itself to be duped by any lame
excuses. Unless it acts, no one else will.

"IT WALKS LIKE A CITIZEN, IT TALKS LIKE A CITIZEN, IT
ACTS LIKE A CITIZEN, BUT, OF COURSE, IT'S ONLY A STUDENT."

letters
Klan tricksters
had no place
As a native of Columbia, I have
attended numerous USC football
games. The USC marching band
and cheerleaders were always in
attendance, of course, and
usually exhibited a reasonable
amount of enthusiasm.
I must say, however, that I
have never witnessed a college
football game or pep rally at
which the student spectators,
cheerleaders and band displayed
more enthusiasm and apparent
"school spirit" than I have seen
while attending Clemson. I feel
that the cheerleaders especially,
are doing an outstanding job of
presenting pep rallies that are
fun and spirit-raising, and the
support that the team receives
from the Tiger Band is such that
any school could be proud of.
It is sad, however, that the
effect of Thursday's (Oct. 31) pep
rally was tarnished for some of us
by the presence of a bogus
(hopefully) delegation of the
KKK. I truly hope that the
"delegation" was in fact merely
the product of Halloween
trickery.
To discover that there are some
among us who actively support
the activities and practices of
such a narrow-minded, shortsighted organization would be
indeed a gross disappointment.
However, even as a Halloween
"joke," the motives of those
persons involved are certainly to
be questioned. In a word, it was
not funny, and, in my opinion, has
no place on the campus of a
university that is supposedly
progressive and "in touch with
the times."
In closing, I would once again
like to commend those who
support the athletic ventures of
this university and can offer only
my sincere sympathy to those
who, perhaps through no fault of
their own, were instilled with
values petty enough (if at all
existent to allow them to participate in such a disgusting

demonstration.
Therese Odom

Fans' faith
adds to power
"I've been following the
Tennessee- Volunteer football
team for over 20 years and have
never seen as much'spirit in a
school as I did in Clemson's
fans," said the U.T. alumnus as
we returned to our dorm. That
was the overall impression that
the deadbeat, fair-weathered,
fickle fans of the Vols received as
the Clemson Tigers came to
Neyland Stadium last Oct. 26.
Attending the University of
Tennessee as graduate students
from Tigertown, my roommate
and I have suffered from the lack
of participation as fans.
As a typical example, I talked
with the barber cutting my hair
and discovered he has been a Vol
follower for 12 years. "I hope
U.T. loses the rest of their games
this year so we can get rid of
Battle and get a new coach and
athletic director," he said. To tell
the truth, I felt lucky to leave
with my hair he was so angry.
This was the rule rather than the
exception of the U.T. fan, even
though Bill Battle has taken the
Vols to a bowl game every year
as coach here.
Despite the fact that the
Clemson fans were outnumbered
10 to 1, they dominated the
stadium and left the Vols in a
state of awe. We may have lost
the game, but the thunderous
impact that we left jarred the
imagination of every Big Orange
fan.
The Tigers will return in two
years, and don't be surprised if
the Big Orange fan treats them
with more respect. The fans here
may be deadbeats, fairweathered and fickle, but they
never forget a formidable foe.
Not only were the Tigers
devastating, but the faith of the
fans added to the Power of the
Paw'

Chuck Bolt'74
Cooper Patrick '73

November Nonsense offers election escape
At the urging of the University Student
Union, Clemson students took advantage
of a day off from classes Tuesday for an
afternoon of "November Nonsense" on
Bowman Field.
The nonsense began around 12 noon with
the preparation (and eventual consumption) of a 100-foot submarine sandwich. The eats were followed by an afI ternoon of bluegrass music, pie eating, hog
calling, ice sitting, clogging and greased
pole' climbing. A "professional gunslinger" initiated spectators into the art of
the fast draw, and Melford Wilson, vice
president for business and finance,
demonstrated his musical ability.
The activities lasted until 6 p.m., when
imost participants retired to watch the
election results—perhaps the most nonsensical event of all.
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Clemson Service Station
Groceries - Beer - Ice
Road Service - Minor Auto Repair
Free Lube with Oil change and filter

654-5120 open 7 -11
Except Sunday and Wednesday 12 -11

DUPONT

MONROE

WAGNER

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE
W
EH

<

Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
QUAKER STATE

NIEHOFF

CHAMPION

>
O

Off Campus Senator
Position Open
pickup and
turn in petitions
by Nov. 15 (Noon)
Student Gov't. Office
above Loggia
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Students offered help with study habits
by Susan Truett.
"Through learning to better utilize one's
study time, more time is left for friends,
for socializing, for becoming involved in
activities and for raising one's grade point
ratio," maintained Dr. Fred Steele, a
University counseling psychologist.
According to Steele, the above objectives can be accomplished through the
new peer counseling program soon to be

offered at the counseling center.
"Freshman
students
encounter
academic difficulty for a variety of
reasons," asserted Steele. He listed among
these reasons poor academic background,
inability to handle new freedoms, too
many activities and improper or no study
habits.
"If a student learns better study habits,

his study time can be used more advantageously," Steele said. "Most of the
academic problems of students can be
solved if the student is willing to learn how
to learn."
Freshmen interested in learning better
study habits should meet in 200 Tillman
Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m. or Wednesday at 7
p.m. or call Steele at 2451.

Off Campus Senator Position Open

" I found this old steam boiler stuck up in
the woods, companion to a steam concrete
mixer. Its rusting hulk was so reminiscent of
times gone by. and days of hard work and
accomplishments, that it seemed to me to
symbolize an entire era of our history, now
gone out to pasture. I think that the best
work an artist does is with subjects he can
involve himself with-this old steam jenny
was meaningful to me in that way."
Steam Jenny

23"x15"

pick up and
turn in petitions

by Nov. 15 (Noon)
Student Gov't. Office

reel fo reel

Brand X

S40.00

1200 ft.

by Robert Mills
A mat is included at no cost.

only

frames, inc.
RESEARCH

_y<?r the enjoyment

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

of all uour musical needs

Barnett Music Center

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

Downtown

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Clemson
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astro 3 theatre

'THUNDER ROAD'w/u: DULY* PHACTW
■V. ilo»dol ?OC proa" com 1*

COLLEGE AVENUE/654 1670

GRAND OPENING UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

NEXT

LI R E FATM R.
LIKE SON.

BIG
MITCHUM

$J9$

Kazoo -•'i,

4C6 LEVER
656-6521
Dee Caudle

THIS 18 THE REALTHIHG

Helping students "learn how to learn"
will be juniors Susan Hardt, Barbara
Roberts and Cecil Walker. These peer
counselors will teach approximately 60
second-semester freshmen how to better
their study habits. Counseling psychologist
Dr. John Anderson has supervised the
counselors' 100- hours in study-habit
training.

UPTOWN
6AYURDAY NI6HY

ra*n GRINDING,
TIKI SCREAMING,
HOT-RODDINO

COLOR

Anderson Mall

NOV.
8-12
3:25-5:15-7:05-9:00

IN ANDHSON MALI

"THUNDER ROAD'
WAS ONLY A PRACTICE RUN.
THIS IS THE RE ALTHING.
You take a load of 200 proof com likker
through a police roadblock at
100 miles an hour and rf you ain't a
dead man, you're a moonrunner.

■finger

lickirV

good"
GOOD SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES
Open Daily
Fri.-Sat. 10:30-10
Sun.-Thurs. 10:30-9

[pjjj^™™^.

The Trial of Billy Jack

ROBERT 6 CLARK presents

"MOONRUNNERS"
JAMES MITCHUM
IMUO^WAYLON

Now
ThruTues.
Nov. 12

KIEL MARTIN

and ARTHUR HUNMCUT

JENNINGS

ITSERTBOSS!!

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Highway 123

Clemson

starring DELORES TAYLOR and TOM LAUGHLIN
Sound track album available on ABC records

Starts Wed. Nov. 13
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campus bulletin
STUDENT UNION will sponsor a square
dance in the parking lot outside the loggia,
Saturday. The dance is free and begins at
7:30 p.m.
STUDENT UNION short course in bike
repair will be on Wednesday nights on the
YMCA patio, from 7-8:30 p.m. It will be
taught by the owners of the Backstreet
Bicycle Exchange. The cost is $1 for a tire
repair kit. Sign up in the YMCA.
UNITARIAN Fellowship will present a
discussion, "Can the Church Reform
Society?'-, Sunday, 10:30 a.m. in the YMCA
clubroom. John T. Breggar, secretary of the
fellowship, will present both sides of the
argument and lead a general discussion.
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR on "Electrochemical and Spectroscopic Studies of
Cation Radicals" will be presented by R. F.
Nelson, Thursday, 8 p.m. in 131 Bracket!.
INTERNATIONAL students Association
will hold an International Bazaar, 6-10 p.m.,
Friday; 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 310 p.m.,
Saturday, and l-6p.m., Sunday in the foreign
student lounge of the YMCA.
"WHEN you're down and troubled, and
you need a helping hand..."Hotline doesn't
have all me answers, but it is there to help
others find them. Call 654-1040, from 8 p.m.
to 8a.m., seven days a week. A friend is just
seven digits away.
BEER-DRINKING championship to be
held at the Tiger Paw, Tuesday, sponsored
by the Clemson Community Involvement
Organization. Registration ends today at
4:30 p.m. on the loggia. First prize is one-half
gallon of George Dickel whiskey.

graphic/"

CAMPUS BULLETINS must be received
in the Tiger office (9th level, Student Center)
by 9 p.m. Tuesday for publication the
following Friday.

classifieds

STUDENTS can earn up to $1,200 a school
year hanging posters on campus in their
spare time. Anyone interested should send
name, address, phone number and name of
school to:
Coordinator of Campus
Representatives, P.O. Box 1384, Ann Arbor,
Mich., 48106.

entertainment
CLEMSON
YMCA THEATRE — thru Sat., Nov. 9 —
"MASH" — Donald Sutherland, Elliot
Gould and Sally Kellerman — The original
movie that the popular TV series is based on.
Be ready to roll in the aisle; there is no excuse for missing it.

LOST: A tan suede-like iacket. Reward.
Call 7193 if found.

PERSONAL: Will those persons who
picked up my magnifying glasses kindly
return them? I need them to read. J. F.
Sullivan, Byrnes Hall.

LOST: One pair black, wire rim glasses. If
found, please contact Barbara at 8321.
Reward.

union events

CLEMSON THEATRE — "Moonrunners"
— son of "Thunder Road," starring James
Mitchum, the son of the star of "Thunder
Road." Through Tues. — 7 and 9 p.m.

FRIDAY
House Plants Short Course, 2-2:30 p.m.,
Head House.
Movie: "Mash," Student Union YMCA
Theatre, thru Sat.
The Gutter Coffee House, open 8:30 p.m.

ASTRO III — "Blazing Saddles" — Mel
Brooks, Cleavon Little — My kind of
western, with Mel Brooks' kind of humor.
Through Sat., 7 8, 9 p.m.

FOUND: One pair woman's glasses in
brown case outside Sikes. Call 2399.
FOR SALE: A one-half carat, flawless
diamond engagement ring with matching
wedding band. Four-prong setting, yellow
gold. Retails for $800, will sell for S350.
Contact Bruce Gobbel at 7923.
WANTED: A bed for a separated 23 year
old male. Will graduate in December and
need some shelter for the next two months.
Will share all expenses. Must be within two
or three miles of Clemson. Please respond.
M. Davis, 654-3171.
FREE RETAIL CATALOG: Pipes,
waterpipes, bongs, cigarette papers, rolling
machines, superstones,
underground
comics, etc. Anyone interested should write
to Gabriella's Goodies, Box 434, Hollywood,
Cal., 90028.
JOBS ON SHIPS: No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3 for information. Seafax, Dept. S-10, P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington, 98362.

GUI

SATURDAY
Gutter Coffee House, open 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
Sunday Free Ffick: "Buck Rogers" and
"The Last Voyage."
MONDAY
Movie: "Heartbreak Kid," Student Union
YMCA Theatre, 7 p.m., thru Wednesday.
TUESDAY
Quilting Short Course, 7 p.m., Wesley
Foundation.
WEDNESDAY
Magic Short Course, 7 p.m.
Bike Repair Short Course, 7-8:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Film: "Fidelio," Daniel Hall, 8
p.m.

ORGANIZATIONS:
IDENTIFY YOURSELVES!
Have your name
printed on quality
shirts —original
designs at reduced
rates for campus
groups.
Come on up —
we're above
the Pizza Hut.

by Jeff Davit

SENECA

GREENVILLE
ASTRO I —"Airport 1975" — through
Christmas — 3, 5, 7 and 9 p.m. — They made
money off of it once, so what's to stop them
from doing ti again? If famous faces can do
it, then this one is headed for fortune.
ASTRO II — "The Longest Yard" — Burt
Reynolds romps through a prison football
game, damn the consequences. Now there's
true grit.
CAMELOT I — "Moonrunners" — again.
Through Thur. — for time, call theatre.

m

PRESENTED BY

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
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Ski lift

You planned this snowweekend with your friends
ages ago. And nothing could
make you change your plans.
Too bad your period
couldn't have happened some
other weekend. But you're
not worried. You brought
along Tampax tampons.
You won't have to give
up one precious moment in
that deep powder. You feel
confident protected by
Tampax tampons. They're
softiy compressed for the
best possible absorbency.
Worn internally, so Tampax
tampons are comfortable and
discreet. They give you
protection you can depend on,
whether on skisor toboggan.
Friends are waitingfor
you on the slopes. You won't
have to disappoint them
when you have Tampax
tampons tucked discreetly
into the pocket of your parka.

YOURSELF TOIHEI
PRIESTHOOD?

Beat
the Tarheels
Lynch Drug Co.
Downtown

TOWER THEATRE — "Gone With the
Wind" — Generally considered to be the
greatest motion picture ever made. What
else can be said? Clark Gable, Vivien Liegh,
Leslie Howard, Olivia deHaviland. 2:30 and
7:30 p.m. through Thur.

CINEMA SENECA — "Moonrunners" —
through Fri., 7 8. 9 p.m., Sat. and Sun., 3, 5, 7
and 9 p.m.

LITTLEJOHN COL.
UNC GAME, NOV. 9
10:30 TO 1:30
*2.00 PER PLATE

1*4 College Awn*
Clenson, S.C. Z**»i

CAMELOT II — "Amazing Grace" —
Through Thur. — call for times.

Clemson

Why be a priest? Certainly, in times as difficult as these
we live in, being a priest is a lot harder today^than it was in
years past.
And committing oneself to anything for any amount of
time seems to be one of the conflicts of our modern age. But
the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.
Today, more than ever before in history, men and women,
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for
withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism.
The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a
contemporary religious community serving the American
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ
to people.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish
house ... on campus or in the inner-city .
with the spoken
or the printed word . . he is communicating to people. His
mission is to all of America. His message is love; the love of
Christ for all people.
It isn't easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment.
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist
way of life, send for the Paulist Papers.

The internal protection more women trust

Write to: Father Don C. Campbell, Room 101

R4ULIST
FATHERS

415 WEST S9TH ST..NEW YORK.H.Y. 10019

OEVELO.EO RY * DOCTOR
NOW USED ■' MILLION! OP WOMEN

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPORATED, PALMER, MASS.
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the tiger
Injuries complicate Tiger soccer hopes
by Kerry Capps
Before the soccer season began Coach I.
M. Ibrahim expressed optimism that this
year's team would be able to repeat the
performance of the 1973 Tigers in mounting a challenge for the NCAA soccer
championship. At the time he listed one
all-important qualifying factor—injuries.
"We were extremely lucky last season in
that we did not suffer a single serious
injury all season," Ibrahim said. "This
year we have more depth, but inexperience will hurt us if we run in to a
number of injuries at one time."
As it has turned out, injuries and inexperience have forced Ibrahim to juggle
and readjust his starting lineup from game
to game throughout the season—to the
extent that in no two consecutive games
has the Tigers' starting lineup been
identical. In all, a total of 19 players have
drawn starting assignments during
Clemson's first 12 games.
For example, in last Sunday's 10-1 win
over N.C. State, junior college transfer
Godwin Royce drew his first starting
assignment of the season—in an attempt
by Coach Ibrahim to liven up what, at
times this season, has been a sluggish
offense. Royce played well, scoring two
goals in the second half. Royce sustained a
knee injury, has missed all this week of
practice, and his status remains doubtful
for the Maryland game on Sunday.
Other lineup changes have been made
this season for purely strategic purposes.

Freshman Eric Smith started out the
season playing one of the outside back
positions, but has since been moved up to
link. Ronnie Phillips has seen action as
both a striker and as a wing.
In addition to this lineup juggling
designed to come up with the best combinations of players, the injury problem
has forced several inexperienced players
into starting roles. Also, several veteran
players have been moved into unfamiliar
roles to make up for the absence of injured

Trailing
the
Tiger
team members.
Ralston Moore, who gained first team
All-ACC honors last season, has been
moved to striker because of a foot injury
which has hampered his defensive play.
Goalie Denis Carrington, another All-ACC
pick in 1973, has been plagued with a hip
injury for the last three weeks. He is
currently suffering from a severe hand
sprain which may curtail his activity for

Tigs seek 5-4 mark as
UNC visits Death Valley
by Jim Lucas.
After a disappointing — some thought
shocking — 4-7 record last year, Coach Bill
Dooley's Tar Heels have rolled to a more
characteristic 5-3 record so far this season.
Following two early-season games
against teams that any coach would love to
schedule, Ohio University (42-7) and Wake
Forest (31-0), the Heels were ambushed at
Maryland, dropping a 24-12 decision to the
Terps. Carolina shocked then-ranked
Pittsburgh, 45-29, then fell victim to the
Grant Field Jinx, 29-28 against Tech. The
brightest spot in the Heels' season so far
came the following week as, in their neighborhood hate match, Carolina upset
defending ACC champion N.C. State in
Chapel Hill, 33-14. In their last two games
before the Death Valley showdown, the
Heels inexplicably lost to USC in
Columbia, 31-23, and ripped the Scott
Gardner-less Virginia Cavaliers, 24-10.
An examination of North Carolina's
record so far reveals three things. First,
the Heels are not a model of consistency.
The losses to Tech and USC do not, by any
rational stretch of the imagination, fit in

with wins over Pitt and State.
Second, Carolina is definitely a homefield team. The Heels' only road win came
against Wake Forest, a team which seems
to muster fewer fans at home than most
teams do on the road. In contrast, UNC has
not lost at home, pulling off their upsets
against Pitt and State in the hospitable
confines of Kenan Stadium.
Finally, the Heels can score. Through
the first eight games, Carolina has
averaged just under 30 points per game,
prompting Red Parker to comment that
the only way to beat UNC is simply to
outscore them.
The man who makes the Tar Heels go is
quarterback Chris Kupec. Kupec, who
played very sparingly last season, has
more than made up for the absence of Nick
Vidnovic, having completed 70 or 98 passes
for an astounding 71.4 per cent completion
average.
The bulk of those completions have
ended up in the capable hands of wingback
Jimmy Jerome and All-ACC tight end
Charles Waddell.

the remainder of the season. When
Carrington has been unable to play, he has
been replaced by Dave Schmeiding from
Greenville.
Two-time ACC-MVP Clyde Browne was
moved from link to middle back against St.
Louis to fill in for Moore. Browne,
however, injured his foot against State on
Sunday, and at press time his status for the
Maryland game is uncertain.
In addition, all-conference back Gordon
Alphonso has been out since mid-season
due to an appendectomy. Freshmen Mark
Alphonso and Wendell Manifold have seen
extensive action at the back position
during Gordon Alphonso's absence.
It is no surprise that Ibrahim sees the
injury situation as the key to the Tigers'
performance in their final season game
and on into the regional playoffs.
"If we can get everybody healthy, I'd
say that we have a good chance to advance
in the playoffs," said Ibrahim. "I rate our
chances for winning the national championship as good—maybe not as good as St.
Louis or Howard, but good. Our injury
situation is the key now."
If the current rankings in the Southern
region hold through next week, the secondranked Tigers will host third-ranked Navy
in the first round of playoffs. The winner of
that game would then meet the winner of
the game between top-ranked Howard and
fourth-ranked George Washington.
This weekend the Tigers must face a

more immediate task—the defense of their
ACC championship. That title will be on
the line Sunday at 2 p.m. when Clemson
hosts Maryland.
The Tigers carry a 4-0 conference record
into their game, having outscored their
ACC opponents by a 24-1 margin. The
Terps come into the game with a 3-0-1
conference record, having outscored those
same four opponents 7-2. Maryland's tie
came in a 0-0 deadlock with UNC.
This will mark the second straight y
in which the ACC title has been decided by
the season-ending Clemson-Maryland
game. Last year the Tigers took a narrow
2-1 win over the Terps on a Clyde Watson
goal with less than two minutes left in the
game.
Overall, Maryland comes into the game
with a 5-2-5 record, but despite their record
Coach Ibrahim has a great deal of respect
for the Terps. "They really got off to a slow
start," Ibrahim said. "They had to adjust
early to a new coach (Buddy Beardmore)
and a new system of coaching. They've
come on strong recently, and they've been
in every game they've played."
"I expect them to go all out to win,"
Ibrahim commented. "They have to beat
us to win the title, while we need only a tie.
"We don't expect an easy game, and, as
I said before, the injury situation will
affect us. On paper, we are better, but that
all goes out the window when you go out on
the field."

Sports Briefs.

Jayvee game cancelled
The Jayvee football game between
Clemson and Georgia Tech, originally
scheduled for today, has been canceled by
mutual agreement between the two
schools, Clemson athletic officials announced this week. Clemson sought the
cancellation because the large number of
freshmen currently on the varsity squad
has made it impossible to field a
representative team, and Tech officials
agreed to the move. The Cubs' final record
stands at 2-3,
INTRAMURALS
James Huggins and Robert Harrison
defeated Stan Logan and Charles Fant to
gain the men's intramural doubles tennis
championship. They won out over a field of
35 teams.
The two leading teams in soccer league
A are the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Lions (4-00) and the Goal Smashers (3-0-0). In the
league B the leaders are the Internationals
(4-1-0) and Sigma Phi Epsilon (2-1-0).
Playoffs for the intramural touch
football championship will begin next
week. Teams may pick up deposits after
Nov. 11.

JAYVEE TENNIS
The junior varsity tennis team evened
its season record at 1-1 with a 7-2 decision
over Erskine.
Ward Snyder, playing in the number one
position for Clemson, defeated Erskine's
Ben Gage 6-3, 6-1. Chris Brown, Danny
Tauber, Dewey Stroud, and Bill Chambers
each picked up a singles win for Clemson.
In doubles, Erskine's number one team
of Gage and Randy Mills defeated
Clemson's Snyder and Tauber 10-8.
The varsity tennis team has been
preparing for the USC Invitational
Tournament, which will be played today,
Saturday and Sunday in Columbia.
Presbyterian, Furman, and Jacksonville
will join Clemson and Carolina in the
tournament.
RUGGERS LOSE
The Rugby Club's 'A' team came from
twenty points down to take a second half
lead, but then faltered to drop a narrow 2423 decision to the Charlotte Rugby Club.
In the second game Charlotte scored a
10-6 win over the Clemson 'B' team.

Football predictions
GAMES
CLEMSON-UNC
ALABAMA-LSU
TULANE-BOSTON COLL
FLORIDA-GEORGIA
OHIO ST.-MICH. ST.
VANDERBILT-KENTUCKY
MINNESOTA-PURDUE
KANSAS-COLORADO
FURMAN-LENOIR RHYNE
APPALACHIAN-USC

KERRY
CAPPS
(33-17)
CU
Bama
Boston
Florida
OSU
Vandy
Minn.
Colo.
Furman
USC

JOHN
ROWNTREE
(33-17)
CU
Bama
Boston
Florida
OSU
Vandy
Purdue
Kansas
Furman
USC

HORATIO
SCHWARTZ
(31-19)
CU
Bama
Boston
Florida
OSU
Kentucky
Purdue
Colo.
Furman
USC

LIZ
DOYLE
(30-20)
CU
Bama
Tulane
Florida
OSU
Kentucky
Minn.
Colo.
Furman
USC

RICHARD
BYRD
(29-21)
CU
Bama
Boston
Florida
OSU
Vandy
Minn.
Kansas
Furman
ASU

JIM
LUCAS
(28-22)
CU
Bama
Boston
Florida
OSU
Vandy
Purdue
Kansas
Furman
USC

TIN CAN
CONSENSUS
(27-23)
CU
Bama
Tulane
Georgia
OSU
Kentucky
Purdue
Colo.
Furman
ASU

EILEEN
MOORE
(27-23)
CU
Bama
Tulane
Georgia
MSU
Kentucky
Purdue
Colo.
LR
ASU

STEVE
ELLIS
(23-27)
CU
LSU
Tulane
Florida
MSU
Kentucky
Purdue
Colo.
Furman
USC
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Locke sees Tigers as conference contenders
by Steve Ellis.
With a roster that includes
returning lettermen such as 7'1"
Wayne 'Tree' Rollins, Van
Gregg, and Wayne Croft, and
newcomers like prep AllAmericans Stan Rome and Skip
Wise, Clemson appears to have
the personnel that could make the
Tigers contender for the A.C.C.
basketball title this year.
"We definitely have the
material this year," said head
basketball coach Tates Locke.
"We'll begin to get an idea just
how good we are when the season
begins in three weeks. But I
would say our personnel is
probably the best Clemson has
ever had."
Last year as a freshman,
Rollins led the team in rebounding (12.2) and scoring percentage (.543). He also blocked
106 shots and was second in
scoring, averaging 12 points per
game. According to Locke, "Tree
has shown vast improvement
over last year. He is more
aggressive and more experienced under the boards."
In addition to Rollins, other
returning starters from last
year's team are Gregg and Croft.
i Last year, Gregg was the Tigers'
leading scorer averaging 13.8
points per game. That was the
second year in the row that he
was the team's leading scorer.
Croft, who saw limited action his
sophomore year, earned himself
a starting berth last season. He

was second in rebounding
average, while averaging 11
points per game.
Although Locke has stated he
has been impressed with both
players during practice, neither
has secured a definite starting
position. "Right now Tree will
start as post, Stan will be at one
forward position and Skip will
start at guard. Both players have
a lot of desire and ability."
Rome, a freshman from
Valdosta, Ga., was selected an

All-American in football, as well
as in basketball. He was also
selected by Parade Magazine as
the nation's outstanding prep
athlete. In basketball he
averaged 32 points per game.
On Wise, Locke said, "Skip
could be our team leader. He has
the talent to be a good one. He can
really play ball." Wise also
earned All-American status in
high school.
Another top prep player Locke
recruited is Colon Abraham from

ROME

Banta

Young fencers open season
by Richard Byrd
The fencing team held individual
competition
last
weekend .for fencers who had not
previously placed in a tournament. Coach Charles Poteat
expressed encouragement with
the young members' performance.
Competing in the event last
Saturday were fencers from
Georgia, Georgia Tech, Georgia
•Southern, and the Piedmont
AFLA.
The top finishers for Clemson
were Fred Toulnun and Frank
Leva in foil, finishing fourth and
sixth, respectively; John Capri
and Dal Preston in epee, with
fifth and sixth place finishes; and
Henry Johnson and John Murden
in sabre, with third and fourth
place finishes, respectively.
Poteat said that he had expected a slightly better performance from epee, but he was
not discouraged. "Many of the
matches were lost by one point,"
he offered. "They may not have
been ready to fence quite that
much, either, as it is so early in
Jie season."
Poteat cited the performance
of Don Caulkin in the first round,

as he won four of seven decisions
in foil.
Poteat summarized, saying,
"The boys were nervous, but
determined. They didn't seem to
realize that they were slightly

outmanned in some instances."
Clemson tentatively plans a
trip to Knoxville, Tenn. Nov. 16
for a tournament there. The
regular season will open here
Dec. 7 against Georgia and
Kentucky.

Darlington. Described by Coach
Coliseum.
Locke as "a real good shooter,"
Clemson will conclude its prehe averaged 28 points per game
season practices with the annual
last year as a high school senior.
Orange and White game. The
Jim Ho well, another freshman,
intrasquad scrimmage will
was also ranked as a top prep
follow the South Carolinaplayer, averaging 27 points.
Clem son football game. The
Howell, from Williston, is also
Tigers will open their season the
expected to see quite a bit of
following week when they host
action this season. All freshmen
the second annual IPTAY
will be relied on more heavily
tournament.
than in the past, since Clemson
Before the season opener,
will not field a junior varsity
Locke states that the team must
team this year.
overcome several problems.
Joining Croft and Gregg in the
"Our number one concern this
battle for the two remaining
year is discipline," Locke said. "I
starting positions are Jo Jo
think that really hurt us last year.
Bethea, David Brown, Bruce
You just can't win the big games
Harman and John Franken.
when your players are downtown
Bethea was a junior college Alldrinking. We just weren't able to
American before coming to
put out 100 per cent at the end of
Clemson last year, but saw only
the ball games, and I think that
limited action in the second half
was the reason. I can't be a
of the season.
military dictator. The players
have to make their own decision.
Locke indicated that with the
However, I do think it is much
various scrimmages his team
better this year. They have been
will have in the next couple of
working harder in practice and I
weeks, he should come up with a
have been very impressed with
starting lineup before an
the team. They are all showing
exhibition game against an
definite improvement."
Australian team Nov. 18. The
Another problem which conteam will have a scrimmage
cerns Locke is defense. "It is
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at Little John
difficult to win playing a zone. No
Coliseum, and another inteam I can think of has won the
trasquad game the following
ACC playing zone since 1959,
Thursday at 4 p.m. All practices
when North Carolina won,"
and scrimages are open to the
Locke continued. "You can keep
public.
up with a good team throughout
The exhibition game against St.
the game, but it is difficult to beat
Kilda Basketball Club of
them I think we will have some
Melbourne will give Locke a
problems on defense because of
chance to see his players against
our youthfulness and inexanother team before the regular
perience. But we should be able
season begins. "Even though we
to stop the fast break; it's just a
have been practicing six days a
mental thing."
week since Oct. 15, it's tough to
"We are relying on a lot of new
tell how well your team is playing
people, but I think we can have a
when the scrimmages are only
good season. Our guard play
against themselves," Locke
could win it for us. I think we can
stated.
The Australian team consists of . beat any team we play," added
Locke. "We should have beaten
several players that' have
State and the other teams last
represented that country in the
year. If we can win ACC games
Olympics and other international
on the road we could be very
competition. The game will be
tough in the conference."
played at 8 p.m. in Little John

Upstairs
'AT THE

Huitg^all
Featuring Delicatessen
Cold Cuts
Danish Ham
Sliced Turkey Breast
Hard Salami
Imported Swiss
Cold Cut Special
Our Submarine Sandwich
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Center assists would-be student travelers
by Clem Layne
The Student Union Travel Committee is
offering a transportation information
service for all out of state residents during
the Thanksgiving and Christmas Holidays.
The Travel Center, located in the YMCA,
is open every Monday, Wednesday and

Thursday, 2-5 p.m.
To alleviate the problem of limited
transportation facilities, the travel center
is incorporating a phone-in system to aid
students in obtaining rides to and from
school for the holidays. According to

Vet advisor named
by Jack McKenzie
Veterans at Clemson University and TriCounty TEC have a new representative —
Bradley Burg. Burg's position is part of a
new program to aid veterans, implemented
by
the
Veterans'
Administration.
Dividing his time between the two
campuses, Burg is at Clemson on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. On
Wednesdays his office hours are from 1-5
p.m. Thursday and Friday hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. His office is in 202 Tillman
Hall, telephone 656-3012.
Burg described his job as being designed
to help solve the many problems veterans
face. "They (veterans) come to me with
problems and I try to find the answers," he
explained. He noted that the most common
problems with which he is asked to deal
are matters of money. He mentioned such
things as late or incorrect checks as
examples.
Stating that he had received no official
information concerning an increase in
veterans' benefits, Burg commented, "All
I know is what I read in the paper." He
added, however, that he understood there
was a bill in Congress which would in-

____

The travel center handles other types of
transportation information as well.
Information about travel to foreign
countries can be obtained by contacting
the center or browsing through the
pamphlets in the lobby of the YMCA.
Anyone interested in obtaining information about rides and riders for the
holidays or travel to foreign countries;
should call 654-6281.

WHILE the lobby display in the
YMCA may arouse thoughts of travel to
foreign lands, many students have
trouble finding transportation to less

glamorous areas. Finding transportation may be simplified through
use of the Student Union travel center's
services.

crease veterans' checks by 23 per cent.
The legislation will probably be sent to the
White House when Congress reconvenes,
according to Burg's speculation.
Emphasizing his desire to be of service
to the approximately 550 veterans at
Clemson, Burg stressed, "I'm available,
and if they (veterans) have problems, they
can contact me."
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*2S» Booklet *

ONLY *19»
Robin Hudson or Pat Below

That's Right - Save *S05 when you Buy A "Meal Ticket Booklet"
25 - *1" Meal Tickets For Only *19* (No Time limit)
THESE MEAL TICKETS MAY BE REDEEMED
FOR Year Choice of Food and Beverage
At The Following Locations:
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"Eventually, there will probably be a
bulletin board on the loggia, after it is
glassed in," said Rollins. For now, Rollins
feels the phone-in system will work as
well.

BURG

+*
*«*

way. Those providing rides and those
wanting rides post notices on the bulletin
boards, which are generally located in a
central part of the campus.

Stacey Rollins, president of the travel
committee, the service will be a definite
improvement over the present system of
posting a sign and worrying about a
response.
"This call-in system will be a clearing
house for rides and all that is needed is
student participation," he said.
According to the system, anyone having
room notifies the center giving them the
number of spaces available in his or her
car. Likewise, anyone needing a ride calls
the center to find out who is offering one.
Each call is recorded on a file card and
filed according to the region of the country
concerned. Those who operate the center
just have to flip through the file to give the
information to anyone seeking it.
According to Rollins, other campuses
utilize bulletin boards in much the same

PAT BELEWS Gold Nugget -Clemson USA
PAT BELEWS Hot Dog Stand - Clemson USA
PAT BELEWS House of Beef - Anderson USA
THE ATTIC lounge - Clemson USA
P.S. Ne Cask Exchange - Feed or Beverage of year choice

